
The shares of Europe's largest airline jumped over 5% yesterday amd
are up almost 2% today after the company announced that it has
increased its orders for the Boeing MAX airplane, increasing its firm
order from 135 to 210 aircraft. The planes are expected to start
being delivered in spring 2021 and will continue until December
2024. Analysts believe that the deliveries, playing out to FY 2026, will
allow Ryanair to grow to 200m passengers in a measured way, while
fundamentally lowering its cost base and growing market share to
over 20%, and locking in its market leadership position. Michael
O'Leary in radio interviews was very positive on both the benefits for
the company from the delivery of the new planes and the strong cost
curtailment measures that COVID 19 brought to the company. He
expressed the view that the company will preform very strongly over
the next 5 years. The purchase of these planes will require an
additional 5,000 new pilots which no doubt will bring some comfort
to the industry. The shares are up 40% in the last six weeks and over
11% year to date. Despite recoveries the overall sector is down circa
48% this year. With such large losses in the sector the risks still
remain high however we continue to recommend the shares for
investors who like the sector. 
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: European stock markets traded mostly higher Friday, helped by increasing
confidence of a U.S. stimulus package that is reinforcing the positive sentiment generated by
the rollout of Covid-19 vaccines. Global stock markets have seen strong gains over the last few
weeks, helped by investor optimism that vaccine developments will support a global recovery in
2021. Adding to the confidence is the idea that a bipartisan, $908 billion coronavirus relief plan
is gaining traction in the U.S. Congress. On top of fiscal support, the European Central Bank is
widely expected to increase its bond buying next week and the U.S. Federal Reserve is likely to
adjust its guidance around its asset purchase scheme later in December.
Currencies: The dollar slipped lower in early European trade Friday, on course for a loss of
nearly 2% for the week, as increased optimism that U.S. lawmakers will come together to agree
a new coronavirus relief package boosts risk sentiment. The Dollar Index, which tracks the
greenback against a basket of six other currencies, was down 0.1% at 90.638, just above the
two-and-a-half year low of 90.504 seen on Thursday. Eur/$.climbed 0.1% to 1.2155, at its
highest level since 2018, having climbed over 8% this year, the single currency’s biggest gain
since 2007. Going forward the vaccine and Brexit will be the contimued drivers of currencies.
Safe-havens: Gold was up on Friday morning in Asia, as investors were cautiously optimistic
over the latest U.S. stimulus measures and as Pfizer Inc (NYSE:PFE) cut the number of COVID-
19 vaccine doses that it will roll out.
Looking ahead: Economic numbers will provide data on German economic performance on
tuesday and wednesday, while Thursday will bring a raft of UK indicators. 

Ryanair Holdings

Brexit Update
As outlined in our note yesterday, negotiations are at a critical
moment with time now running out. Early indications this morning
from overnight talks suggest that the mood music has turned
negative with the UK side suggesting that European negotiators are
bringing fresh requirements to the table. Many see this as just a
negotiating tactic as European requirements have not actually
changed in recent weeks. As the rumours and counter rumours arise
the currency weakens and strengthens like waves on the sea. The
next few days are critical as all believe that after next week there will
not be enough time to get a deal ratified in all european parliments.  

Oil stocks 
Oil and gas stocks in Europe were flying on Friday morning on a
surge of relief that major producing countries are still cautious
enough about the outlook for the world market to maintain a
relatively degree of output restraint. The EURO STOXX Oil & Gas
index was up 2.5% at 256.52 by 1000 GMT, its highest level since the
early days of the pandemic in March. Integrated majors such as BP
(NYSE:BP), Royal Dutch Shell (LON:RDSa), ENI (MI:ENI), Total SA
(PA:TOTF) and Equinor ASA (OL:EQNR) all rose by between 2% and
3.5%, while smaller independent companies and oilfield services
firms, who have been hardest hit by the collapse in prices in the
middle of the year, made bigger gains. The sector has had a
miserable year - the Stoxx sectoral index is still down 22% year-to-
date - but the chance of it recouping much of those losses by year-
end now seems greatly enhanced by recent OPEC news. One to
watch from here. 


